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Galeries Lafayette group and the Moulin-Houzé family support the Paris Fire 

Brigade 

 
After the dramatic fire that devastated Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris on the night of April 15th, 

Galeries Lafayette group and the Moulin-Houzé family have decided to support the Paris Fire 

Brigade. They commend the unrivalled bravery and devotion demonstrated by the firemen in the 

capital over the last few months, and donate one million euros to the brigade.   

 

This donation is a mark of the group’s deep respect for the outstanding daily commitment of the 

Paris Fire Brigade and their continued long-standing relationship. The Galeries Lafayette has had 

links with the Paris Fire Brigade since 1924, when a permanent brigade took up quarters at the 

group’s flagship store on Boulevard Haussmann. Today, more than 40 firemen ensure the safety of 

the store’s 37 million annual visitors.   
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About Galeries Lafayette group 

Specialised in city-centre fashion retailing, the Galeries Lafayette group is a family-run private group, with 
120 years’ history in commerce and retail. A key player committed to provide the best possible experience in 
retail and creation and a major private employer in France with 16,000 employees, the Group is committed to 
setting the standard as an omni-channel and responsible retailer that puts the customer first and is actively 
engaged in promoting the French “Art of Living”. With retail sales of Euros 4.5 billion, the Group enjoys 
international recognition through its iconic brands: Galeries Lafayette, BHV MARAIS, La Redoute, Galeries 
Lafayette-Royal Quartz Paris, Louis Pion, Guérin Joaillerie and BazarChic. The Group supports the brands 
in their asset, digital and creative transformation through Citynove, Lafayette Plug and Play and Lafayette 
Anticipations - Galeries Lafayette Corporate Foundation.  

More information on groupegalerieslafayette.com, on LinkedIn and on Twitter (@Galeries_Laf) 
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